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MAG INFORMATION BULLETIN #2 
MARCH 27, 2018 

Schedule 
All Gymnastics Ontario sanctioned events are posted on the Gymnastics Ontario Website under the Events 
tab: http://www.gymnasticsontario.ca/calendar/. 

Coaches’ IDs 
Please remember to bring your Coach’s ID to present at the registration desk. If you have misplaced your 
ID or do not have one, please fill-out and submit the Coach ID Application online form to replace your ID. 
Please bring a copy of your NCCP transcripts, which are available online at coach.ca, to show at the 
registration desk. 

Technical Clarifications and Notes from Coach-Judges Meetings 
General 
The judges found many time violations on held elements. Gymnasts should remember that the judges can 
only start counting once they stop moving. 

Gymnasts should be reminded that heels must be joined together after landing a dismount, a vault, and 
every landing on floor. 

Floor 
Gymnasts should avoid simple steps in transitions to corners as they will incur a 0.1 deduction each step. 
Any gymnastics type movement, kicks, leaps, rolls, etc. are permitted. 

Many Level 1 and 2 gymnasts are receiving deductions for uncontrolled rollout landings from their dive roll. 

Level 1 and 2 gymnasts should try to keep their hands shoulder width in their bridge to avoid deductions. 

Pommel Horse 
National Open gymnasts may want to consider reducing the number of single leg cuts that receive 
amplitude deductions. Many scissor elements are receiving 0.3 deductions for height as well. 

Magyar and Shivado are both valuable elements however many gymnasts receive technical deductions for 
piking errors and skewing, per circle. Body extension is deducted per element. 

From GCG Provincial Pathways Document: FIG D-Jury deduction for “Non utilization of all 3 parts of the 
horse” will apply to Provincial 4, Provincial 5 and National Open only. 

Rings 
Ensure back uprises to support have straight arms. 

From GCG Provincial Pathways Document: FIG D-Jury deduction for “No Swing to Handstand” will apply 
to Provincial 5 and National Open only. 

Gymnasts in all levels will incur deductions for poor positions in L-Sits, Levers, Planche, etc. 
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Vault  
Preparation for landing is the most common deduction for all levels. 

Gymnasts in Elite 3 should note the severe “Pike in hips or tucked knees” deductions in GCG’s Elite 
Pathway Document (0.5 to 3.0). 

Parallel Bars 
A Tippelt may not receive credit if a gymnast performs the press with mostly strength, if support is shown 
with legs on bars, if movement upwards is severely interrupted. 

Judges have requested to have Provincial 2 gymnasts straighten their legs at the front of their long swing 
after the mount. 

A front tuck dismount performed in error will still receive credit for a front pike dismount but will incur 
applicable bent leg deductions. 

Judges will help gymnasts prepare for Nationals by enforcing the 50s warmup time on Parallel Bars. 
Gymnasts should note that setting and prepping the bars are included in this time. 

Level 3’s should note that holding the handstand before a Wende dismount may incur deductions of 
Interruption of upward movement and poor rhythm. 

Gymnasts in Levels 1 and 2 should demonstrate support with both hands on one rail before the descent in 
the dismount, for no deduction. 

High Bar 
Provincial 4 and 5 require back uprises to support to have heels above the bar for no height deduction.  

Provincial Level 1’s should avoid pausing between the pullover and the cast to avoid deduction. 

Extra landing mats on Vault; “A supplementary 10 cm mat is mandatory. An additional supplementary 10 
cm mat may be used.” 


